TAE226, a dual inhibitor of focal adhesion kinase and insulin-like growth factor-I receptor, is effective for Ewing sarcoma.
The outcomes for relapsed and metastatic Ewing sarcoma (EWS) is extremely poor. Therefore, it is important to identify the tumor-specific targets in these intractable diseases. High focal adhesion kinase (FAK) transcript expression levels in EWS cell lines are known. TAE226 is a dual inhibitor of FAK and insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR), while PF-562,271 is a dual inhibitor of FAK and proline-rich tyrosine kinase 2. We compared the cytotoxicity of TAE226 and PF-562,271 toward three EWS cell lines. TAE226 strongly inhibited proliferation of three cell lines when compared with PF-562,271. Furthermore, we investigated the efficacy of TAE226 as well as its mechanism of action against EWS. A stable EWS cell line with FAK and IGF-IR knocked down was established, and microarray analysis revealed dysregulated expression in various pathways. TAE226 treatment of EWS cell lines induced cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, AKT dephosphorylation, and inhibition of invasion. We demonstrated that TAE226 drastically inhibits the local growth of primary tumors and metastasis in EWS using mouse models. Furthermore, the combination of TAE226 and conventional chemotherapy proved to exert synergistic effects. TAE226 may be a candidate single agent or combined therapy drug to be developed for patients who have relapse and metastatic EWS tumors in future.